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Our monthly residential market review is intended to provide background to recent developments in property
markets, as well as to give an indication of how some key issues could impact in the future.

Buyer enquiries stabilise – but house price
falls remain likely
May saw a considerable upswing in buyer enquiries from
a record low net balance of -94% in April to -5% in May,
according to the latest Residential Market Survey from
the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS). Newly
agreed sales increased from -93% to -35%, while new
instructions also saw improvement, rising from -97% in
April to -20% in May.
Despite the fact that all three indicators remained in negative
figures, 12-month sale expectations are now slightly positive,
with a net balance of 10% of surveyors believing that sales will
pick up in the coming year (against -6% in April). RICS did note,
however, that no such meaningful changes were reported in
Scotland, Northern Ireland or Wales, as these markets remained
in lockdown during May.
With regards to house prices, however, the survey’s headline
price indicator not only remained negative, but slipped down
even further to -32% from -22% in April. Twelve-month price
expectations also remained negative at -16%.

Increased demand for high LTV products
First-time buyers and borrowers with smaller deposits are
seeing a dip in their mortgage prospects for the second
time in as many months, as major lenders once again
pull high loan-to-value (LTV) mortgage products from the
market.
Following the reopening of the property market in May, there
was hope for many, as lenders began reintroducing mortgages
for buyers with smaller deposits. One lender cited “a significant
increase in applications” as the reason for withdrawing from the
market. Lenders such as Accord, Clydesdale and Virgin have
temporarily made their 90% LTV deals unavailable to buyers.
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According to Kate Davies, Executive Director of the Intermediary
Mortgage Lenders Association (IMLA), this is likely to be a
temporary state of affairs. Davies commented: “Lenders will be
eager to return to this area of the market when service levels allow.”

Mortgage illustrations increase more
quickly than expected
Mortgage illustrations issued to aspiring buyers increased
for the sixth week running in June, rising by 18.4% in
the week to 10 June. According to mortgage technology
provider Mortgage Brain, ESIS numbers are now down just
9.6% on pre-pandemic levels.
The number of mortgage products available on the market has
also continued to rise steadily, increasing by 4.4% during the
same period and by 21.4% on the post-pandemic low point
recorded during the week ending 12 April – but this is still down
38.6% on the nine-week average to 16 March.
The breakdown in residential lending between purchase and
remortgage has also settled back into pre-pandemic patterns,
the report showed. The LTV mix has also settled, with the
exception of high LTV deals of 90% or more, which remain
extremely low.

Lenders such as Accord, Clydesdale
and Virgin have temporarily made
their 90% LTV deals unavailable to
buyers.
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“In the opening months of 2020, before the pandemic struck the UK, the housing market had been steadily gathering momentum. Activity
levels and price growth were edging up thanks to continued robust labour market conditions, low borrowing costs and a more stable
political backdrop following the general election. But housing market activity has slowed sharply as a result of the measures implemented
to control the spread of the virus. Indeed, data from HMRC showed that residential property transactions were down 53% in April
compared with the same month in 2019.”
Robert Gardner, Nationwide’s Chief Economist
Source: Nationwide, House Price Index, May 2020
(The Land Registry UK House Price Index, normally shown here,has been suspended)

GROSS MORTGAGE
ADVANCES Q1 2020
£bn

• The value of gross mortgage advances was

£65.8 billion in 2020 Q1, 3.8% higher
than in 2019 Q1

• The value of new mortgage commitments
(lending agreed to be advanced in the

coming months) was 6.1% higher than a
year earlier, at £67.6

billion

Source: FCA and Bank of England
(This is the latest published data. The next release is due on
8 September 2020)
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It is important to take professional advice before making any decision relating to your personal finances. Information within
this document is based on our current understanding and can be subject to change without notice and the accuracy and
completeness of the information cannot be guaranteed. It does not provide individual tailored investment advice and is for
guidance only. Some rules may vary in different parts of the UK. We cannot assume legal liability for any errors or omissions
it might contain. Levels and bases of, and reliefs from, taxation are those currently applying or proposed and are subject to
change; their value depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. No part of this document may be reproduced
in any manner without prior permission. The firm is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
Details of our registration can be viewed at www.fca.org.uk/register under FCA Registration No: 531538. The firm is also
registered to carry out audit work in the UK and Ireland by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England & Wales.
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